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VALERY KUSTOV IS A PHENOMENON RECOGNIZED BY SCIENCE 

We sat and talked. The talk was about… what cannot be… but after all it exists – 

about the phenomenon of Valery Kustov. 

However let us begin in due order. We are a group of scientists, doctors and 

candidates of science, graduate students. The meeting took place in the Moscow 

Humanitarian University, in the laboratory of Doctor of Medical Science Vyacheslav 

Zvonikov. I found myself here somewhat unexpectedly, having arrived in Moscow in 

December 2013 for the presentation of my book “The Secret Psi-Wars of Russia 

and America”. After the event the professor invited me to participate in a “very 

interesting meeting”. 

 “I tested more than three thousand men on my balancing platform”, Vyacheslav 

Zvonikov said, “and not a single person had such a wonderful result as Kustov”. 

The professor showed a gravity platform invented by him which was a cleverly made 

diagnostic psychophysiological device for which a patent had been acquired. 

Actually this is a most accurate scale where the sensors are located on the axes of 

coordinates. They record not only weight, but deviations of the center of gravity to 

any side. Even when we stand “still”, all the same we swing a little, compensating 

for compulsory shifts of our balance. 

These unconscious deviations provide 

information about the physical state of a 

man, about his feelings, thoughts and 

even about the fact if he is affected 

telepathically. 

This was interesting, and I proposed to 

be the tested man. As it should be 

expected, my deviations were entirely 

chaotic which was shown as a web on 

the huge display. The next man to stand 

on the platform was Valery Kustov. The 

result differed drastically: an absolutely 

neat sinusoid, his deviations reflected as 

an indented “fence”, where each link 

repeated almost ideally. 

“Can you explain it?” Vyacheslav 
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Zvonikov asked me. 

“The only thing that comes to my head… It looks like Valery Kustov lives each 

second in strict compliance with some natural cosmic rhythm”, I answered 

perplexedly, gathering my thoughts. 

But Zvonikov did not let me come out of my surprise and shocked me even more. 

He showed on the display Valery Kustov’s absolute weight diagram. His weight 

changed! In the course of one minute of the experiment… Of course, it could not be! 

Proceeding from the conventional understanding of the physical laws. But it was! 

And was recorded by the most accurate electronic equipment in the scientific 

laboratory in the presence of several doctors and candidates of science, among who 

there were doctors, physicists and psychologists. 

“This is an entirely repeated experiment”, the professor clarified. “I performed it 

on Kustov many times during several years and with a different set of equipment. 

The result was the same”. 

First we began discussing the physical nature of this phenomenon. We recollected 

the famous experiments where the animal died on the scale and its weight 

decreased at the moment of death. We talked about if a soul might have physical 

weight. Or life energy. Or energy in general. We tried to discuss how energy may 

interact with gravity. 

 Gradually we switched from physics to philosophy. Somebody expressed an idea 

that Valery Kustov’s soul or some its constituent continuously moves between 

heaven and the earth, bringing from above to people those particles of blessing 

which they need so much. In general, everybody agreed that bioenergetics and 

clairvoyance were a phase of evolution, the future of humankind. But so far such 

phenomena as Valery Kustov are absolutely unique. 

Today the existence of super-abilities is confirmed by thousands of strict 

experiments conducted by serious scientists. The people possessing such abilities 

are fairly widely (although silently) used 

by medicine, special services and 

military men of various countries. 

The book of mine and co-authors was 

dedicated exactly to this. It contains a 

narrative by lieutenant general Nikolay 

Sham, deputy chairman of the USSR 

KGB about the joint activities with Valery 
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Kustov. During the presentation of the book general Sham said that exactly the 

acquaintance with this man had made him initiate scientific and research works in 

the field of clairvoyance in tens of institutes subordinated to the KGB. And it was 

started after Valery Kustov’s abilities had been checked in the Rostov Medical 

Institute in 1982. 

The conversation grew more and more interesting. I was pleasantly surprised by 

finding out that the Russian Orthodox Church acknowledged the phenomenon and 

valued the results of Valery Kustov’s work: Patriarch of Moscow and all Russia Alexiy 

II in 2007 awarded him a medal of saint blessed prince Daniil of Moscow “For 

works in glory of the Saint church”. This is a very serious indicator! Especially for 

the person of such unusual occupation. 

One of the graduate students asked Valery Kustov to say a little about himself. He 

responded: 

“Elderly monk Vlassiy from Saint Pafnutyevksy Borovsky monastery once told me: 

“You have a God’s gift! You are under His continuous attention and protection. 

Heal people and help them. This is your path!” These words may be considered my 

motto. I effectively affect many diseases including genetic ones. I work in policlinics 

and hospitals, I never refuse the doctors to advise the patients and I listen to their 

advice myself. I am in the field of bioenergetics long ago, the psychic abilities had 

been found in me at the age of 17 years old”. 

“And how do the doctors solve the issue of officially permitting you to treat?”, a 

graduate student asked. “There are strict rules in medicine in this respect”. 

Professor Zvonikov answered this question: 

“The Rostov region Ministry of health service issued diploma No. 1 to Valery 

Kustov. And I, as a doctor of medical science may assure you that this means much 

more than a simple diploma 

of graduation from a medical 

institute. Previously Valery 

Kustov upon 

recommendation of the 

“competent bodies” was 

checked in the Rostov 

medical institute, in the 

Moscow brain institute, in the 

Institute of aviation and space 
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medicine, many other laboratories and clinical medical institutions. His abilities were 

confirmed everywhere, as a result, he was completely recognized by the medical 

community. His healing activities were checked by the decades of practice and a 

great number of patients”. 

“How are you able to preserve a high tone? In the course of so many years?” I 

asked in surprise. “With such intensive work you surely have colossal overloads! 

“Nobody cancelled the overloads… But this is my favorite deed, it brings pleasure 

compared to which all difficulties fade. The cosmic forces feed me and lead me in 

my life. I am very grateful to my family for their support. What else?” Valery Kustov 

pondered a second. “We all know that water is the greatest conductor. And it is 

necessary to maintain a water medium in the body. After consulting the 

informational field I paid attention to this point and began regularly taking drinking 

water “HW Water with a price of life”. This is innovation which recently appeared 

at the market. It differs from all other waters in its ability to quickly clean the 

intercellular space getting rid of toxins”. 

“By the way, soon Valery Kustov will celebrate his anniversary, 65 years old”, 

Zvonikov joined our conversation. “I have personally been studying the Kustov’s 

phenomenon for three decades already, during these years I met not a few psychics 

who lost their gift in the course of time. But Valery Kustov not only preserves, he 

develops his gift. How – this is his secret. Now these abilities are stronger than 

before. For example, we can check his telepathic influence right now. Do you want 

to continue the experiment?” 

They asked me this last question, and I agreed with enthusiasm. I stood again on the 

balancing platform, closed my eyes and concentrated. Valery Kustov took his seat in 

the other room completely isolated from my room, and began affecting me. I cannot 

say that I felt something special, therefore I decided that everything had failed. 

Several minutes later we already looked at the diagrams, and it was clearly seen that 

my center of gravity always shifted to the right. Zvonikov pronounced a task 

performed by Valery Kustov: “Make the tested man incline to the right”. There was 

an influence. This was accurately recorded by the equipment… 

Here I arrived at the idea of one more experiment, somewhat selfish. During many 

years I was harassed by the pain in my chest. Some special type of neuralgia, such 

that the Russian and American doctors, as well as the various psychics who I 

consulted, could not do anything. Feeling hope and mistrust at the same time, I 

asked Valery Kustov to help me. He helped me get rid of this painful syndrome 



momentarily! He just touched my palm with his thumb simultaneously performing 

an energetic influence. The pain disappeared immediately and I do not have it 

anymore! 

The meeting was approaching the end. Grasping at the moment I asked Valery 

Kustov to provide a couple of interesting cases out of his practice. He refused at 

first, then upon common insistence he grudgingly narrated: “I often had to 

communicate with the officers of special services and this formed my circle of 

friends. One day I return from my trip and find out that my good acquaintance 

colonel Vladimir has a transmural myocardial infarction, he is under intensive care. I 

am not recommended to go to him, the situation is a bottleneck. Despite everything 

I make a decision to help since a man’s life is above everything, and I begin 

working. After 10 sessions there was not even a scar left. The annual medical 

examinations prove that. Now he is a deserved general retired on pension. He 

always speaks warmly about me, he says that I saved him. I am pleased that he 

remembers, but the main thing is that by his gratitude he… prolongs his life!” 

“Another case. The mayor of the city where I was on a business trip came to me 

with an unexpected request: make a gift to the delegation from a sister city which 

was there. Tomorrow is the last day of staying, the meeting with them was 

scheduled at 10 a.m. And today the delegation members stated that they had liked 

everything, but they had not seen the sun above the city a single time. Only 

inclement weather, dark clouds, this spoils the impression. I understood the 

mayor’s request and agreed to help. But I decided to add a small effect and asked 

a photo of the delegation participants. Having looked at it, I pointed one man and 

said that he was a spy and would not lose an opportunity to ask who affected the 

weather. At 2 a.m. I made a program and received a reply from above that at 10 a.m. 

everything will be done. The morning came, the weather was as previously nasty. At 

9 a.m. I phoned the mayor and said that I had done my work. The answer was: 

“Valery Kustov, we do understand that you are not omnipotent!” But at 9:45 a.m. 

something was whistling, and at 10 a.m. the clouds dispersed and opened an 

absolutely blue sky”. 

The delegation was shocked, but the mayor was especially astonished by the fact 

that exactly a man who I pointed, stood up and asked a question: “Who did this?” 

Show me”. 

“And the last case for today. My acquaintance, a big official, was leaving on 

vacation and invited his friends to the restaurant. During the party he asked me to 

retrieve information how the vacation would be and what events would be in the 

city at this time. I regularly gave forecasts in this company and they always came 



true. And this time, having concentrated, I told him: “You descend the air stairs and 

are met by a man with a flower bouquet (I describe him in detail). Then you ride 

along a road, pass the first fuel station, the second fuel station will be burnt out.” 

The vacationer interrupts me and says that I am in a bad form today: the head of the 

health resort will have to meet him, he knows him very well and he does not fit the 

description. Here the informational retrieval stopped. Upon his return this official 

gets everybody together and narrates: “Our plane lands, we descend the air stairs. 

A stranger with a bouquet stands by exactly resembling the person described by 

Valery Kustov and tells me that he is a new director of the health resort appointed in 

the morning. Then we ride along the road and see the second fuel station which was 

burnt out two hours before our table party…” 

We would have liked to continue our discussion, but the time was late. I thanked 

Valery Kustov and professor Zvonikov. 

On the next day I met 

lieutenant general 

Aleksey Savin, co-author 

of my book, a former 

head of the General Staff 

department of the RF 

Armed Forces – a 

famous military unit 

10003. I told him about 

my meeting with Valery 

Kustov. General Savin 

confirmed my impression: 

“This is a unique man. Evidently there are reasons why he became such a man. This 

is not only a God’s gift, but also dedicated work. What does it mean in 1980s to 

pass such a serious checking and receive in his hands the document of the medical 

institute? “Get exposed”, without being afraid that they will dab you with their 

fingers, accuse of quackery and sorcery. This is a deed not only for oneself, but also 

for the people who, as time passed, “entered” this problem. And although they 

did not possess such abilities, but these people began pondering, forming another 

world view. By seeing Kustov’s work and its results, a man begins correctly 

understanding the world and realizing: there is something Divine, this will let him do 

something important as well. A man is weak. But if we are supported by something 

higher, unlimited, then we can make miracles. Treat people, perform initiation, 

retrieve information about the Universe… Valery Kustov has an entire combination 
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of these properties, it immediately hits the eye even of a non-specialist, but to me as 

a professional it is deeply understandable. These people are very few, and I for the 

first time in my life meet a man who gained such strong abilities from nature. Such a 

wide spectrum of problems which he is able to solve is a unique thing in the whole 

world”. 

General Savin narrated about an interesting phenomenon: once during Kustov’s 

work there appeared an unusual energetic column resembling a cylinder from the 

floor to the ceiling of about 2 meter diameter which could be clearly seen by a 

naked eye. Inside it there was something resembling a heat haze over hot asphalt. 

Valery Kustov felt attention on behalf of this substance directed at him during 15 

minutes. Then everything disappeared. Having recollected this, the general 

continued: 

“It was the first case in my practice. Judging by everything this was a live substance 

which appeared before Valery Kustov. One needed to grow up to such level of 

development to have an opportunity to see fine worlds open before one. I think it to 

be some sign that he was allowed to work for the benefit of society, to gain 

information of quite a high level. Valery Kustov is provided with an important 

mission which he has to fulfill ably and successfully. He possesses an enormous 

potential for positive activities of cosmic size. We will see again and more than once 

the miracles which Valery Kustov will be able to make while helping people.” 

My subsequent meetings with Valery Kustov more and more confirmed these words. 

Valery Kustov advises and treats people independent of their social status. He is 

often consulted by the patients to whom medicine could not help, from day to day 

he saves human lives. The spectrum of diseases for which he provides help is very 

wide. It is not rarely that as a result of Valery Kustov’s influence the processes of 

rejuvenation and 

spiritual development 

start up along with 

healing. 

“I cannot imagine my 

life without helping 

people. When you see 

a man healed by you, 

you understand it its 

worth living for the 

sake of this”, he says. 



For a long time due to the will of special services the activities of this man were 

known only to a narrow circle… Now the situation changed. Valery Kustov has an 

office room for receiving people in Moscow, he is well known, he is written about, he 

is interviewed. Although it needs to be said that to get to him is still not easy: he is 

quite popular. 

Beside healing he facilitates development of business and carrier, life normalization. 

But this is not the main thing. Valery Kustov lives and works for people above all. 

And this is in the today’s world, where the main tradition is to think about yourself. 

The importance of this is well understood by thousands of people who he healed, 

who he saved from death, opened a new path in life. 

What can be added to this? Valery Kustov is one of the most respected members of 

the Russian professional medical association of specialists of conventional and folk 

medicine. And here is how his activities are characterized by the association 

president, assistant chairman of the State Duma Committee for health protection, 

member of the Social Council in the RF Ministry of health service Vladimir Egorov: 

“Sometimes people are born whose spirit is crystallized into material, such a strong 

interconnection. Their spiritual and energetic potential is so strong that intentions 

and life plans are implemented many times faster than with common people. There 

is a combination of improbable situations, what happens is what we usually call a 

miracle. Such a gift is seldom given to anybody. Valery Kustov is one such man. And 

I am lucky that he turns out nearby at hard times.” 

The science often negates the inexplicable. To be more precise, not all science, but 

its fossilized part. And to prove existence of some unusual phenomenon which is 

not rarely perceived as a miracle is sometimes extremely difficult. But fortunately 

both for the science and for us there are so bright phenomena that they have to be 

acknowledged. We managed to meet one of them today, study it, and then also 

believe in its miraculous abilities… 

Victor Rubel, 

Ph.D. in Humanities, director of media laboratory as part of laboratories of 

fundamental studies in Palo-Alto, California, author of book “The Secret Psi-Wars 

of Russia and America” (2013) 
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